
Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Greeks bearing 'gifts'...All very chummy bearing in mind that he knows that the Bugler can return immediately to the Court for enforcement of the Court's directions to him.



Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This deceit then continues by  dissimulation in deliberately misquoting the 2008 DCLG guide as though it was the 1992 Home Office Commentary.The key words are "Station Manger  (sic) B" because no such rank existed under the 1992 Scheme.There was little value from this point forward in treating the remainder of this letter seriously.

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
"Capped", this gives the first indication of deceit. No such word is used in the 1992 Scheme but it certainly is used in the 2006 Scheme so from this moment forward it is clear they intend to defend their position deliberately misapplying the 2006 Scheme which they think they may have some knowledge of.

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This is clever.This is a reference to the 2008 DCLG guide to the 2007 Scheme which has no bearing whatever on the 1992 HO 'Commentary' which is the correct guide to that Scheme. But you will note in pure dissimulation the author uses the, meant to confuse, "Firefighters Pension Scheme 1992", pure deceit .





Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This, Warren thought, was his last try at this point hoping that the dissimulation would succeed but it is unwise to get too smart with a barrister particularly someone you do not know the capacity of.Warren in a fall back position suggests the use of the IDRP which would return 'control' to him.Long runs the fox...and he has chosen once more rather than the path of honesty the path of self entrapment and deceit.

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Distinct unease followed by triumphalism  that they can be held responsible in criminal law for fraud

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Just the usual clerk Warren bullying threat but once more revealing personal insecurity and poor tactics...
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